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The Russian Revolution of was one of the most explosive political events of the twentieth century. The violent revolution
marked the end of the Romanov dynasty and centuries of Russian.

Sometime in the middle of the 19th century, Russia entered a phase of internal crisis that in would culminate
in revolution. Its causes were not so much economic or social as political and cultural. Ill-equipped and poorly
led, Russian armies suffered catastrophic losses in campaign after campaign against German armies. The war
made revolution inevitable in two ways: Riots over the scarcity of food broke out in the capital, Petrograd
formerly St. When his brother, Grand Duke Michael, refused the throne, more than years of rule by the
Romanov dynasty came to an end. The 2, delegates to this soviet were chosen from factories and military units
in and around Petrograd. The Provisional Government was unable to countermand the order. All that now
prevented the Petrograd Soviet from openly declaring itself the real government of Russia was fear of
provoking a conservative coup. Between March and October the Provisional Government was reorganized
four times. The first government was composed entirely of liberal ministers, with the exception of the Socialist
Revolutionary Aleksandr F. The subsequent governments were coalitions. None of them, however, was able to
cope adequately with the major problems afflicting the country: Meanwhile, soviets on the Petrograd model,
in far closer contact with the sentiments of the people than the Provisional Government was, had been
organized in cities and major towns and in the army. One reason was that radical socialists increasingly
dominated the soviet movement. Kerensky became head of the Provisional Government in July and put down
a coup attempted by army commander in chief Lavr Georgiyevich Kornilov according to some historians,
Kerensky may have initially plotted with Kornilov in the hope of gaining control over the Petrograd Soviet.
By September the Bolsheviks and their allies, the Left Socialist Revolutionaries, had overtaken the Socialist
Revolutionaries and Mensheviks and held majorities in both the Petrograd and Moscow soviets. Although a
previous coup attempt the July Days had failed, the time now seemed ripe. On October 24â€”25 November
6â€”7 the Bolsheviks and Left Socialist Revolutionaries staged a nearly bloodless coup, occupying
government buildings, telegraph stations, and other strategic points. The Second All-Russian Congress of
Soviets, which convened in Petrograd simultaneously with the coup, approved the formation of a new
government composed mainly of Bolshevik commissars. Petersburg during the Russian Revolution of ,
including a view of Vladimir Ilich Lenin speaking to a crowd.
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This book explains how the 'Russian reading myth' took hold in the s and s, how it was supported by a monopolistic and
homogenizing system of book production and distribution, and how it was challenged in the post-Stalin era; first, by the
latent expansion and differentiation of the reading public, and then, more dramatically, by the.

When it finally did, around the turn of the 20th century, it brought with it immense social and political
changes. Between and , for example, the population of major Russian cities such as St. Petersburg and
Moscow nearly doubled, resulting in overcrowding and destitute living conditions for a new class of Russian
industrial workers. Large protests by Russian workers against the monarchy led to the Bloody Sunday
massacre of The massacre sparked the Russian revolution of , during which angry workers responded with a
series of crippling strikes throughout the country. Nicholas II After the bloodshed of , Czar Nicholas II
promised the formation of a series of representative assemblies, or Dumas, to work toward reform. Their
involvement in the war would soon prove disastrous for the Russian Empire. Militarily, imperial Russia was
no match for industrialized Germany, and Russian casualties were greater than those sustained by any nation
in any previous war. Food and fuel shortages plagued Russia as inflation mounted. The economy was
hopelessly disrupted by the costly war effort. Czar Nicholas left the Russian capital of Petrograd St.
Petersburg in to take command of the Russian Army front. During this time, her controversial advisor, Grigory
Rasputin , increased his influence over Russian politics and the royal Romanov family. By then, most
Russians had lost faith in the failed leadership of the czar. Government corruption was rampant, the Russian
economy remained backward and Nicholas repeatedly dissolved the Duma, the toothless Russian parliament
established after the revolution, when it opposed his will. Moderates soon joined Russian radical elements in
calling for an overthrow of the hapless czar. Demonstrators clamoring for bread took to the streets of
Petrograd. Supported by huge crowds of striking industrial workers, the protesters clashed with police but
refused to leave the streets. On March 11, the troops of the Petrograd army garrison were called out to quell
the uprising. In some encounters, the regiments opened fire, killing demonstrators, but the protesters kept to
the streets and the troops began to waver. The Duma formed a provisional government on March A few days
later, Czar Nicholas abdicated the throne, ending centuries of Russian Romanov rule. The leaders of the
provisional government, including young Russian lawyer Alexander Kerensky, established a liberal program
of rights such as freedom of speech, equality before the law, and the right of unions to organize and strike.
They opposed violent social revolution. As minister of war, Kerensky continued the Russian war effort, even
though Russian involvement in World War I was enormously unpopular. Unrest continued to grow as peasants
looted farms and food riots erupted in the cities. Lenin instead called for a Soviet government that would be
ruled directly by councils of soldiers, peasants and workers. The Bolsheviks and their allies occupied
government buildings and other strategic locations in Petrograd, and soon formed a new government with
Lenin as its head. The warring factions included the Red and White Armies. The White Army represented a
large group of loosely allied forces, including monarchists, capitalists and supporters of democratic socialism.
Chapter 3 : The Russian Reading Revolution : S. Lovell :
Russian Revolution of , two revolutions, the first of which, in February (March, New Style), overthrew the imperial
government and the second of which, in October (November), placed the Bolsheviks in power.
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The Russian Reading Revolution: Print Culture in the Soviet and Post-Soviet Eras (Studies in Russian and East
European History and Society) [Stephen Lovell] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Of
all Soviet cultural myths, none was more resilient than the belief that the USSR had the world's greatest readers.
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